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a b s t r a c t

Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) suggests a new way to implement Accounting Information
Systems, but an ontologically sound consensus-based design is missing to date. Against this research
gap, the paper introduces a DLT-based shared ledger solution in a formal way and compliant with
Financial Reporting Standards. We build on the COFRIS accounting ontology (grounded on UFO) and the
blockchain ontology developed by De Kruijff & Weigand that distinguishes between a Datalogical level,
an Infological and an Essential (conceptual) level. It is shown how both consensual and enterprise-
specific parts of the business exchange transaction can be represented in a concise way, and how
this pattern can be implemented using Smart Contracts. It is argued that the proposed Shared Ledger
Accounting system increases the quality of the contents from an accounting perspective as well as the
quality of the system in terms of auditability and interoperability.

© 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

‘‘For the last 40 years, we have had the Internet of Informa-
tion.; now, with Blockchain, we are getting to Internet of Value’’.
Tapscott & Tapscott [1] talk about blockchain as the second era of
the Internet. The showcase of blockchain is Bitcoin, but especially
since 2018, its scope of application has widened enormously. Still,
the common denominator in most foreseen applications is the
economic exchange. This includes the standard order fulfillment,
but transfer of public records, like real-estate, stocks, and patents,
or logistics, peer-to-peer lending systems and crowdfunding are
also special cases or parts of the economic exchange. Accord-
ing to [2], emerging blockchain technology has the potential to
drastically change the environment in which inter-organizational
processes are able to operate, as these processes can be executed
in a trustworthy manner ‘‘even in a network without any mutual
trust between nodes’’.

Blockchain and Smart Contract technology also suggests a new
way to implement an Accounting Information System (AIS). How
exactly this can be done and what the limitations are is still very
much an open question [3]. A bit more has been written already
about the possible benefits. Based on the literature so far, these
AIS benefits are the following:

• Immutability. The public blockchain as the one underly-
ing Bitcoin claims to provide an immutable tamper-proof
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storage for transactions that is completely under the con-
trol of the technology. This immutability contrasts with
the traditional situation where data is under control of the
IT center or cloud provider, always with the possibility of
management overriding or third-party manipulation. The
immutability greatly improves the integrity and verifiability
of AIS data and diminishes the need for many of the admin-
istrative checks, although the need for a proper design of the
control infrastructure is not taken away. The immutability
claim is still under discussion [4] and has to be made differ-
ently for different blockchain implementations, but we take
it as an interface assertion in this paper.

• Actor-independence. AISs are traditionally kept inside an
enterprise and represent the company perspective on eco-
nomic exchanges. Evidence from the environment, e.g. in-
voices from suppliers, is used by the auditor and consid-
ered important, but there is no systematic connection be-
tween the invoices sent from company A with the invoices
recorded in company B. Triple-entry accounting [5] has been
proposed earlier as an independent and secure mechanism
to improve the reliability of financial statements based on
a neutral intermediary, however, this requires dependence
on a third party. A blockchain-based shared ledger (SL) can
solve this problem. An actor-independent mechanism may
not only drastically reduce the need for multiple copies of
the same data, but also contributes to the validity of the
transactional data because it is based on consensus.

• Smart control. Recording is one thing. Quality control of
the recording process is another. Smart contracts encoded
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with accounting and business rules can enable not only
efficient control of the recording process [3], e.g. authoriza-
tion checks, and error-detection, but also increase its effec-
tiveness. For traditional internal control measures, auditors
must check the design, implementation and operation. Im-
plemented controls could have been switched-off. Building
these controls into Smart Contracts that are accessible for
auditors (or the parties they represent themselves) makes
the design transparent, ensures a 1–1 implementation, and
provides a transparent operation (preventive or detective).

• Tight integration. The AIS offers a representation of the
(economic) reality of an enterprise, but so far relies on
human interfaces with this reality. The ‘‘reality’’ consist of
social and physical processes. Purchasing or invoicing are
such social processes. With SL, the purchase order can be
put into the blockchain or be tightly connected to it, so that
the relationship between order and the AIS representation
of it becomes 1–1. In terms of Grigg [5]: ‘‘the [SL] entry is
the transaction’’. For physical processes, such as the delivery
of physical goods, the blockchain combined with IoT infras-
tructure can achieve a close 1–1 correspondence by setting
up the SL as the register of enforceable property rights. This
register can be used by an IoT application (for instance,
when granting access to a rented room or car). The Smart
Contract itself can neither force the service provider per-
formance nor enforce the physical transfer of a purchased
good to a receiver, but it may generate a value liability token
that is enforced if the obligations are not fulfilled. We also
mention here the integration with and selective disclosure
to other parties, such as tax and customs (real-time tax-
ing), regulatory bodies, financial/integrated reporting and
assurance services.

Other advantages mentioned in the literature are continuous
assurance and real-time reporting, but in our view, these are
not specifically bound to the blockchain technology. In spite of
the potential advantages, only a few explorative papers have
explored the design of a blockchain-based Distributed Ledger
technology (DLT) See Section 5 for more details. The conclusion
of our literature research is that an ontologically sound and truly
consensus-based design is missing to date.

Against this research gap, the goal of this paper is to introduce
an original DLT solution for AISs in a formal way, grounded in
accounting ontology. The key research questions are: (1) what
is an economic exchange with respect to the Financial Reporting
Standards? (2) To what extent can economic exchanges be stored
in Shared Ledger? (3) What are advantages of a Shared Ledger?
(4) How can the Shared Ledger be implemented in DLT, using
Smart Contracts? We build on the blockchain ontology developed
in [6], which drawing on Enterprise Ontology [7] distinguishes be-
tween a Datalogical level, an Infological (platform-independent)
and an Essential (conceptual) level (Fig. 1). The transaction as a
unit of information is located at the infological level. The essential
level represents what the actors effectuate when performing this
transaction and how the social reality is changed, whereas the
datalogical level describes how the information is stored.

In line with [8], we extend the REA business ontology [9] used
in [6] for the essential layer to the core COFRIS accounting on-
tology [10,11] that is based on current Accounting and Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS) [12,13]. An innovative characteristic of
COFRIS with respect to REA is that it does not put the economic
event in the center, but the evolving economic relationship in
which the economic exchange takes place. Hence events are not
viewed in isolation, but as contributing to the development of
the exchange. Because of this choice, COFRIS includes an onto-
logical grounding of the obligation concept and provides a good

Fig. 1. Blockchain layers based on enterprise ontology.
Source: Adapted from [6].

basis for a consensus view. From a Design Research perspec-
tive [14] the paper builds a Shared Ledger framework, evaluates
the Shared Ledger with respect to accounting standards require-
ments by means of illustrative examples, and demonstrates its
implementability in Smart Contracts.

In the following, we will use the term Shared Ledger rather
than Distributed Ledger. The ledger is distributed at the datalog-
ical level, but the key feature at the infological level is that the
ledger is shared and provides a consensus view.

The paper has relevance for the IS field and for accounting.
It is relevant for the IS field because (a) the AIS is traditionally
at the core of enterprise IS (b) blockchain/SL is expected to be
a crucial component of the future IS technology. Moreover, the
value of ontological modeling in the IS field has been widely
recognized, as witnessed for instance by the Formal Ontologies
in IS (FOIS) conference series that had its 10th edition in 2018,
and the development and use of languages like OntoUML [15].
The results of the paper should also be of interest to accounting
researchers. Not only the recording and the related auditing pro-
cess can gain substantially in efficiency, but also the accounting
quality can be improved when the norms of consensuality and
correlativity are adhered to. While SL Accounting could be bene-
ficial for all branches of accounting, this article mainly regards
Enterprise Financial Reporting (FR), as the most regulated and
shared foundation. We do not consider the SL to be autonomous
in the sense that regulations are not needed anymore. On the
contrary, in order to gain the most from Shared Ledger approach,
new regulations must be introduced, LEI1 in particular.

The structure of this article is as follows. Section 2 summarizes
the current research on SL accounting. Section 3 (theory) is a
brief overview of the Economic Exchange pattern. Section 4 pro-
poses and illustrates a framework for Shared Ledger accounting
based on the Economic Exchange pattern, while in Section 5 the
implementability is evaluated by providing a mapping to Smart
Contracts at the infological level. Section 6 is the conclusion.

2. Related research

There are a few explorative papers on SL accounting. Dai &
Vasarhelyi [3] sketch a system based on triple-entry account-
ing [5]. In this framework, each company keeps it double-entry
bookkeeping system, but the blockchain ledger glues the two
together, by (a) having a copy of each account of the local system
in the DLT, and (b) adding ‘‘obligation’’ tokens and their transfer
from one company account to the other that should match – per-
haps enforced by Smart Contract – the Payables or Receivables,
and (c) having aggregating accounts of total assets, liabilities and
equities whose correspondence with the individual accounts can
be monitored by a Smart Contract. Appelbaum & Nehmer [16] dis-
cuss the design requirements for a blockchain-based DLT system

1 Legal Entity Identification: see https://www.gleif.org.
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and its repercussions for auditing tasks, giving special attention
to cloud-based DLT solutions. When reviewing the triple-entry
solution of [3] we wonder why still so much duplication of
accounting entries is needed, given the DLT robustness. Grigg’s
original motivation was performance, but performance is a factor
on the datalogical, not the essential level (Fig. 1). Furthermore,
the status of ‘‘obligation’’ in the model of [3] needs more ex-
planation. Although [3] already presents the main ingredients
of an SL solution, an ontological definition is missing. Both re-
ferred papers are exploratory in nature. Wang & Kogan [17]
introduce a blockchain-based AIS, including a prototype imple-
mentation. The main concern addressed in their paper is the
tension between protection of private data and the desirable
public blockchain transparency. The authors solve the tension
using Zero-Knowledge Proof encryption. Apart from the encryp-
tion solution, the description of the AIS is sketchy. The paper
defines a blockchain-based AIS as ‘‘a neutral and independent
infrastructure that underpins business event recording’’ However,
whether (or how) such a neutral representation – consensus
view – is possible within current accounting standards, is not
discussed. Another early paper [18] summarizes the develop-
ments in blockchain technology till 2017 and industry adoption
for accounting with the Big4 companies.

Finally, we mention [2] that discusses challenges and opportu-
nities of blockchain for interorganizational BPM. The paper does
not touch AIS. This is regrettable, as most interorganizational
processes are about economic exchanges, and then accounting
and legal effects must be addressed somehow. As smart contracts
allow for multiple levels, we suggest that, if for the surrounding
coordination processes [7], including negotiation and failure han-
dling, the DLT is indeed a good solution, the BPM contract is set
up in such a way that the AIS smart contract is embedded in it and
is called each time that an action is performed with accounting
and legal effect.

It can be concluded that although the potential benefits of an
SL AIS are recognized in several explorative papers, a formally
worked out design is lacking. It can also be observed that the
first works on blockchain and BPM do not make the connection
between business processes and AIS, although this seems very
relevant especially for interorganizational processes.

3. Theory of economic exchange

In this Section, we first define the concepts of economic ex-
change and valuation. Then, after an overview of the foundational
ontology UFO (3.2), we present the COFRIS economic exchange
pattern (3.3). As economic resources, as well as obligations and
their fulfillment, play a central role in the economic exchange,
these concepts are defined in 3.4 and 2.5, respectively, grounded
in the UFO ontology.

3.1. The economic exchange and its valuation

In the 13th century, Fibonacci wrote: ‘‘When you will wish
to exchange some merchandise for another merchandise, that is
barter, you recall the price of each merchandise, which prices
must always be in the same currency’’ [19]. Since then, not much
has changed for economic interactions. For mutual benefit, mar-
ket participants exchange economic resources and claims, whose
value is expressed in monetary terms. It is important to note that
the economic exchange can be a lengthy activity over time of
which delivery and payment are parts.

Valuation is an indispensable component of economic ex-
changes. First it serves as a mean to mediate the exchangeables,
secondly, it allows to partition exchange contract fulfillment in
time and to facilitate the protection of resources, and thirdly it

helps to assess the gain or loss for performed exchanges. How-
ever, valuation can be done in an enterprise-specific way, as is
the current practice, or enterprise-independent way.

To illustrate the latter, consider a non-conventional example.
Bitcoin mining is a production and exchange activity led by the
Bitcoin network smart contract, in which new Bitcoins are added
to the money supply. Some (eurozone) miner in the role of an
offeror is expending computing power hardware and electricity
resources (valued in EUR at direct cost) for verifying past trans-
actions on the Bitcoin network. The network plays the role of both
offeree and market, in exchange for the opportunity to compete
to be rewarded with Bitcoins (valued at a market price in EUR).

In this example, competitive exchange activities occur and are
recorded on a network and shared. In contrast, in conventional
accounting ‘‘we do not evaluate activities as such but evaluate
them by their effects on assets’’ [20]. Those effects are recorded
separately at the enterprise, thus taking an enterprise centric
perspective.

Enterprise ontologies depict the main objects and relation-
ships of an organization, and functions and actions of a busi-
ness. Traditional enterprise ontologies tend to take an enter-
prise centric perspective. In contrast, UFO social subontologies
are based on UFO Social relator, its dispositions and manifes-
tations, which support consensual and correlative relationships
and interactions among social agents, allowing for contract, group
or market perspectives with agent specific views. REA Enter-
prise ontology [9] conceptualizes economic exchanges, resources,
events, and agents, and supports both an actor-dependent and an
independent view, but is not grounded in upper ontology, nor has
concepts to sufficiently cover the financial reporting domain.

In [10] an Economic exchange reference ontology and pattern
was introduced in the context of enterprise-specific Accounting
Information Systems, that later evolved into Core Ontology for
Financial Reporting Information Systems (COFRIS) [11,21,22]. This
exchange ontology is grounded on UFO — Unified Foundational
Ontology [23]. The social, service and legal aspects of the ex-
change ontology were further developed grounded on UFO social,
service and legal subontologies. Therefore, we will first briefly
introduce the UFO subontologies used.

3.2. UFO social, service and legal subontologies

Unified Foundational Ontology [23] is presented using On-
toUML diagrams and language [24,25]. The OntoUML is a UML
profile whose metamodel reflects ontological distinctions and
axioms of UFO. We will use OntoUML for our conceptualizations
as well.

According to UFO-C, the Sub-ontology of Intentional and Social
Entities [15], the exchange of Communicative acts creates Social
moments such as Commitments and Claims that inhere in the Social
agents involved in these communicative acts. Social agents are
roles played by Human agents and Institutional agents (such as
Enterprises). Two or more pairs of mutually dependent Commit-
ments and Claims form a kind of social relationship between
involved social individuals and is termed a Social relator. Social
relators are important for our consideration because they are
grounding Legal relators that in turn are grounding Economic
relators. The latter underlie all relationships required for our
ontology.

A commitment (internal or social) is fulfilled by an agent A if
this agent performs an action x such that the post-state of that
action is a situation that satisfies that commitment’s goal. We
assume that the social relator is:

• Correlative – meaning that one party’s commitment and its
fulfillment is a counterparty’s claim and its fulfillment and
vice versa,
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• Consensual – meaning that the commitment and the claim
and their fulfillment are agreed and immutable among par-
ties.

Consensual does not imply that the commitment needs to be
agreed upon at the very beginning. A social relator can first be Of-
fered – meaning that the commitment (e.g. to exchange) is offered
by one party but not yet agreed by the other party. We also as-
sume like subsumed in UFO [26], that the commitments that are
of interest for our ontology are Appointments, i.e., commitments
whose propositional content explicitly refers to a Time interval
(Timing), and Complex closed appointments that are composed of
a number of commitments that should be achieved by executing
a number of actions of a particular type, under certain types of
situations (on the occurrence of a certain triggering event). These
actions are part of a complex action — realization activity. The re-
alization activity that fulfills a complex commitment is performed
by the party or its agent for the benefit of the counterparty. Since
the commitment specifies the execution of expected actions, it
can be characterized by Uncertainty of fulfillment.

UFO-S — the Core Ontology for Services [27], which charac-
terizes the service phenomena by considering service commit-
ments and claims established between a service provider and
a customer2 along the service lifecycle phases: Offer, Negotia-
tion/Agreement and Delivery. UFO-S presents general concepts
spanning across several application domains so that its concep-
tualization can be reused for the economic exchange activity
lifecycle.

During the Offer phase a service offering of the social agent –
in the role of offeror – is presented by the provider to the eligible
market of potential customers. Besides the offeror commitment,
the offering also contains a customer condition — an offer of
a commitment of the customer in the case that the customer
accepts the offer.

In the Negotiation/Agreement phase, a potential customer ne-
gotiates the offering with the provider, who, after the acceptance
of the offering, becomes a hired provider for the agreement
(exchange contract) with the customer.

During the Delivery (exchange activity) phase the provider or
its agent fulfills the commitments performing actions for the ben-
efit of the customer that satisfy the goal of the commitment, in
exchange for the customer fulfilling its reciprocal commitments
by performing its actions for the benefit of the provider.

Legal aspects of service contracts were further elaborated
in [28] within the UFO-L Legal Ontology, which is based on
Hohfeld/Alexy’s theory of fundamental legal concepts (see Fig. 2).
A central element of UFO-L is the notion of legal relator, which is
a social relator that is composed of externally dependent legal
moments, each of which represents a legal position. The legal
positions of UFO-L subsume claims and commitments in UFO-
S, i.e., claim-right and duty, permission and no-right, power and
subjection, immunity and disability. Two broader kinds of Legal
positions are distinguished – Entitlements and Burdens, which we,
following the economic and accounting traditions, further refer
to as Rights and Obligations respectively. The above-mentioned
right and obligation pairs form correlative associations [28], [12,
para 4.25], which are foundations for a shared ledger perspective.
Rights and duties for actions include also rights and duties to
omit the actions (prohibitions). Since the obligations and rights
are correlative, we may specify only one part of the pair for the
contract or offering [10], usually the obligations.

2 In our model of economic exchange as an extension of service exchange,
we generally use party and counterparty roles instead of provider and customer,
because we do not give any priority to one of these two parties.

3.3. Economic exchange life-cycle

We cannot describe the whole COFRIS ontology but will briefly
recall the main economic events and relations of the exchange
life-cycle within shared ledger context (see Fig. 3).

The Economic exchange [10] is conceived as a competitive Ex-
change contract offering of interaction made by an Exchange offer
of one of two Parties (played by market participants), possibly fol-
lowed by Exchange agreement with the Counterparty resulting in
an Exchange contract of mutually beneficial Exchange Obligations
to transfer Contracted resources (claims) with agreed Valuation
of the rights to be received for the transfer. Legally speaking,
an Exchange offer event transfers power to the offeree, who by
accepting it, creates an obligation and a right for himself and the
offeror to exchange. A contract is established.

The contract is to be realized by an Exchange activity3 compris-
ing:

• fulfillment of both parties’ obligations by Economic transfer
of instances4 of Contracted resources (claims) in exchange for
Rights to receive value (Transaction price) for the transfer,

• realization of value rights accrued for complete contract
fulfillment by one party in exchange for claims against other
party’s unfulfilled obligations, and

• settlement of these claims by transfers of the other party.

An Exchange activity consists of possible economic transfer or
contract breach events.

An Economic transfer event either conveys the rights over
an object or the usage of such rights from one party to the
other. Economic exchange events are performed by Market par-
ticipants. Following [12,15] we define Market participant (or eco-
nomic agent) as a UFO mixin played by social agents — per-
sons and policy regulated enterprises, contractual groups of peo-
ple and enterprises, rule regulated market, or the society at
large, regulated by law. Market participants are capable of self
and social committing and fulfilling economic actions, compliant
with the market regulations. The contractual parties can be non-
related, related, or represent different roles of the same market
participant. Relationships between parties are consensual and
correlative, e.g., being related should be agreed by both parties.

Economic exchange events create changes in
enterprise-specific accounts (see the right part of Fig. 3) that will
be described in the next subsection.

3.4. Economic resource — formal definitions

Economic exchanges are about resources and claims on re-
sources. In the naïve view, the resource is identified with the
physical good and the exchange with the logistic movement of
the good. However, it does not really matter where the good is.
Houses are goods that cannot move but still can be sold. From an
economic perspective, the exchange is a transfer of value, and a
distinction must be made between the good (e.g. the house) or
service, and the right (e.g. ownership or use right) over that good
or service. Briefly said, a resource is (a) a right over some object
and (b) a right that has value.

Formally, in COFRIS the valuation for the transfer of a resource
is regarded as potential or actual right to receive that value. A
reciprocal social relator called economic relator is introduced
to model relationships between transfer rights and obligations
over an object, and rights to receive value (see Fig. 4). Market

3 Activity denotes Process performed by a Social agent.
4 Instance of (iof) relationship here is used in UFO-MLT [29] sense and can

include subtype of relationship.
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Fig. 2. An OntoUML diagram of UFO-L Service/Exchange contract ontology [28]. Market participants added. (Legend: Market participants in yellow, Legal positions in
light blue, Economic relators in green). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 3. COFRIS. OntoUML diagram of Economic Exchange life phases and their Enterprise-specific effects (direct Equity effects are not shown). Economic events in
dark blue. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

participants enter into economic relationships that mediate a
particular party with converse party — society and other parties.
An Economic relator (type) is a UFO reciprocal legal relator [28],
existentially dependent on involved market participants, that is a
disposition of exchange of:

• Holder’s rights or obligations (against Converse holder) -
the disposition to transfer rights (or their usage) over some
Object at some Timing, for

• Holder’s right towards Target party to accrue value for the
transfer.

Exchange obligation, a sub-kind of economic relator, represents an
agreed promise to transfer a right (resp, obligation) over an object
in exchange for a value right (resp, obligation) accrual.

Exchange contract integrates party’s and counterparty’s ex-
change obligations, governs their fulfillment, value exchange (re-
alization) and settlement.

Economic resource, a sub-kind of economic relator, represents
rights over an object that can be transferred (used) in exchange

for value accrual – a right to receive value. Assuming that rights
are allowed actions for allowed objects in allowed roles, we
reconcile the above definition in terms of the one in [30]:

Economic resource is an allowed role played by an object in a
transfer to make progress towards a goal of accruing value in an
allowed exchange activity. The allowed activity and role are deter-
mined w.r.t. allowed object type and marketplace, disregarding
the particular abilities of a holder (of a generic holder).

A transfer (including usage) should be physically or technolog-
ically possible, legally empowered (permissible), and financially
feasible w.r.t. accrued value. Converse party for a resource is a
society or a debtor. Target party for a resource is a target customer
community [27] – ready to pay the price. A target party may be
the holder itself – ready to incur the cost. Value right is accrued
by the transfer of an economic resource and is to be realized after
complete fulfillment or applied in a settlement. Thus, the timing
of value right is within the production or exchange activity.

Economic claim, a sub-kind of economic relator, represents a
duty or responsibility to transfer economic resources to which the
market participant is legally or constructively bound (to make a
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settlement action). Value obligation is accrued by the transfer of
an economic claim (an action different from a settlement).

Complex disposition is a group of economic relators which
are offered, agreed, fulfilled, settled, transferred, or maintained
together.

An Economic transfer event attributed by the Business activ-
ity type is performed by a transferor who fulfills an exchange
obligation or settles an economic claim by:

• transfer of holder’s rights or their usage from a stock con-
trolled by a transferor to the stock controlled by a transferee.
Transfer may occur instantly or over a period of time. Stock
or address, in this case, is any collection of involved party’s
economic relators.

• accrual of transferor’s value receipt rights for the transfer
towards the transferee, (or settlement of an economic claim
against the transferor).

Underlying Object, a UFO mixin, denotes the physical or social
object, or their type characterized by Quality, Disposition, Role, and
Quantity (of collective objects or Amount of matter).

Note that an economic relator itself can also be an under-
lying object (for another resource) thus modeling situations of
power [28], e.g., when a debt (a right to receive from a converse
holder) is transferred from one holder to a counterparty, or e.g., a
note payable in Government bonds (an underlying object) gives
the note holder the right to receive and the holder of the Gov-
ernment bonds the obligation to transfer Government bonds. The
converse holder of the bonds is the Government. The underlying
object of the bonds is cash.

An enterprise party specific exchange effects situation is de-
picted on the right side of Fig. 4. An Economic event affects the
value or structure of an economic relator. The exchange events
together with enterprise specific Other events or conditions, such
as regulation, market participant, market price and underlying
object changes, affect enterprise specific economic relators – as-
sets (liabilities) – whose changes are specializations of transfers
of resources (claims), extended by intended activities and roles,
such as administration, sales of goods and rendering services and
production.

Units of Account — Assets (Liabilities) are present rights (obliga-
tions) for resources controlled (claims indebted and unavoidable)
by the Reporting enterprise, as a result of past activities which
form their Historical cost [12] and Experience. The Carrying amount
represents the present valuation and can be measured as his-
torical or present (market) value. The Intended role of an asset
(liability) is the one it will play in an Intended activity, such as
raw material, labor, equipment and finished good.

Income (Expenses) characterize performance aspects of asset
(liability) changes and the Role performed in a Performed activity.

A Complex Account is a group of controlled rights and/or obli-
gations which are usually or mandatory transferred (fulfilled,
consumed/used, produced, classified, valued) together, such as a
business, cash generating unit, and economic contract.

While all exchanged resources (claims) are enterprise asset (li-
ability) changes in Financial Reporting, some are regarded as mo-
mentarily [31], i.e., are transferred (consumed) as received. Mo-
mentarily assets (liabilities), such as services, increase (decrease)
carrying amount of affected stock assets (liabilities or equity).
Other asset (liability) changes are recognized for future recovery
(transfer) or derecognized. Classification, Valuation, and Uncertainty
of assets (liabilities) depend on the intended activities and roles,
and can change as a result of their enhancement/impairment and
market and own prices and risks.

An Equity is the value residual of assets (liabilities) and repre-
sents the claim of a group of enterprise owners – Equity holder.
Changes in equity caused by inflow or outflow in the valuation of

assets (liabilities) are classified as exchange income or expenses,
or equity holder contribution or distribution.

Many assets (liabilities), such as human, digital, customer and
environmental capital are not recognized or recognized as good-
will, because of the difficulties of quantifying and valuation, how-
ever, they are revealed in future transfer actions.

3.5. Obligations (rights) and their fulfillment details

Economic exchange is based on a contract, consisting of rights
and obligations, so obligations must be first-class citizens in any
AIS. Several obligations must be distinguished. An economic ex-
change generally consists of a number of actions separated in
time, and the involved obligations progress through different
levels and phases. Recognizing such levels and phases is impor-
tant for the development of smart contracts that would cap-
ture shared ledger information and execute steps required for
financial reporting.

As depicted in Fig. 5(a), the exchange contract recursively
comprises of two valued conditional Contract (exchange) obliga-
tions (and correlative Contract rights) – one for an agreement
party and another for a counterparty.

A Contract obligation comprises of several Performance (ex-
change) obligations, each aimed to create a product (a sub-kind
of a resource) useful for the counterparty. As stated in e.g. Archi-
Mate [32] a product represents a coherent collection of services
and/or passive structure elements (goods), accompanied by a con-
tract/set of agreements which is offered as a whole to (internal or
external) customers.

Performance obligation, in turn, comprises of Transfer obli-
gations, which are required in order to fulfill a performance
obligation. All obligations are fulfilled by economic transfer ac-
tions by the transferor (a role of an obligor) to the benefit of the
transferee. The mutual fulfillment processes affect at least three
realms:

• the transferor specific accounts, which represent the past
(see Fig. 5(b), column 2);

• the consensual contract (shared ledger) perspective, which
represents the past and present, and has consensual and cor-
relative views of the transferor and the transferee, and the
view of third parties, including Financial Reporting (column
1);

• the transferee specific accounts which tend to represent the
future (column 3).

During the fulfillment, both parties may do their transfers con-
currently (while their goal usually is not competitive). When
all transfers for a contract obligation of one of the parties are
done, its accrued values are accumulated into Contract value.
The Realization event in turn exchanges party’s (which becomes
a Creditor) contract value for the consideration right of the other
party (which becomes a Debtor), and raises an unconditional Con-
tract claim against the other party. This exchange makes Contract,
Performance and Transfer value rights exchanged and reclassi-
fies Debtors’s unfulfilled obligations as Contract, Performance, and
Transfer claims.

The consideration right value typically is equal to the value of
the contract claim, the exceptions are gifts, onerous contracts,5
and the contracts where the values are determined based on the

5 An onerous contract may arise in relation to the sale of commodities, when
the market price declines below the cost required to produce a commodity.
Another example of an onerous contract is when a lessee is still obligated to
make payments under the terms of an operating lease but is no longer using
the asset [13].
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Fig. 4. COFRIS. OntoUML diagram of economic relator.

Fig. 5. COFRIS. Economic contract fulfillment. (a) OntoUML diagram, (b) Exchange events and their accounting treatment. (PO/PR and TO/TR — performance and
transfer obligation/right).
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current market prices. The exceptions lead to recognition of gain
or loss (changes in equity) in the enterprise-specific accounts.

The contract claim (receivable) raises claims for all included
obligations (and offsets income and revenue value rights) of the
debtor. Currently in accounting accruals and receivables are dif-
ferentiated such that the latter require a special agreement on
invoice, while the former could be estimated [13, IAS 37]. We
argue, that in the Shared Ledger and Standard Smart Contract
environment explicit invoicing can be minimized, but transfer
consensus should be established via contract or suspended for
dispute.

As in the fulfillment, debtor settlement transfers resources
(claims) of the promised resources (claims) type but does not
accrue any value, because the value is already received. When
all transfer claims of a performance claim are satisfied, it be-
comes settled, and revenue may be recognized at debtor accounts.
Settlement of all performance claims finalizes the contract.

The valuations for each party are related by the following
equation:

ValuationContract =

∑
ValuationPerformance

=

∑∑
ValuationTransfer

And the stocks of each party are aggregated in the following
way:

StockContract = ∪ StockPerformance = ∪∪ StockTransfer

This means that the valuation could be given for the contract
or the performance and calculated for the transfers and vice versa,
and the stock given for a contract, as e.g. a stock representing the
whole enterprise, or for a performance, e.g., a stock representing
a construction project, is a stock for a service transfer, e.g., labor.

All events may be actioned by the market participant or its
agent or specified in a smart contract as automatically executable
— triggered by conditions, and timing of fulfillment, realization
and settlement.

4. Design of a Shared Ledger framework

In this Section, we first identify what actually must be shared
in the Shared Ledger and formulate three basic axioms that the SL
accounting should adhere to (4.1). In 4.2, a Shared Ledger, based
on the COFRIS ontology described in Section 3, is illustrated at
the instance level for a standard sales transaction and we show
advantages for the calculation of revenues and other cases, like
in cost-plus contracts with multiple parties.

4.1. Correlative consensus as the key feature of SL

An advantage of the shared ledger is the actor-independent
shared perspective that it offers — in terms of the exchange
ontology, correlative consensus. This does not necessitate that all
information is accessible to all parties. Information sharing in a
shared ledger must be selective, ranging from public, i.e., among
all members of society at large or market, to particular (private)
– among members of a contractual group, a party and a counter-
party, or participants within an enterprise. The accounting inter-
pretation of the contracts and their fulfillment may be different
for each party. Still, the goal should be to obtain a more correla-
tive consensus, for resource (claim) interpretation in the contracts
and transactions, while preserving sensitive information.

We assume that conceptually there is a shared contract –
a pair of mutual obligations of the parties, and contract fulfill-
ment exchange interactions in consensus. The following mini-
mal characteristics of a contract should be shared for Financial
Reporting:

• Contract activity type, id, inception date, parties, legislation,
obligations;

• Transfer activity type, id, transferor, transferee, period or
date, currency, and for each fulfillment, realization or set-
tlement event to include:

– fulfilled obligation (settled claim) level and identity,
types and instances of transferred resource (claim)
timing, rights (obligations), transferor and transferee
stock, object, quantity and;

– the value of the accrued rights (obligations) to receive
(received).

The AIS tagging of the entries may be different for different
agents, for several syntactic and semantic (objective) party spe-
cific reasons, such as:

• specific financial period, stock account name, unit of ac-
count granularity, local currency, rounding rules, and other
future-oriented qualities;

• specific resource function (purpose) or restriction;
• different accounting classification, and valuation require-

ments.

Therefore, in COFRIS market participants may specialize/
generalize at recognition/derecognition the resources (claims)
in consensus, as their own assets (liabilities) and correspond-
ing income (expenses) per accounting standards and their own
operational purposes and include their specific (de)recognition
modules into smart contracts that extend the contract manipula-
tion and transfer events. For example, if a provider sells a product,
such as fuel, the customer may classify it as a raw material, as
held for sale, or for administrative expense — all these asset types
are subtypes of the transferred resource.

However, many enterprise-specific characteristics of a trans-
action can be determined or restricted, and the mapping rules for
the smart contracts established, by the:

• contract type and other party type,
• rates and prices, existing in the market,
• party’s disclosed policies, financial period, transaction his-

tory,
• party’s open profile characteristics, such as geographic area,

base currency, ordinary activities, and major product lines,
• organization structure and operational segments, and
• form of incorporation and legislation.

The disclosure of enterprise specific information to the counter-
party can be required by a contract or voluntary for improvement
of resource (claim) specification, but not sensitive to party’s con-
fidentiality. The disclosure can be less sensitive if provided on the
party, resource, activity high type level instead of instance level,
the latter typically is not required for Financial Reporting.

The conventional accounting often loses the semantics of
transfer events, because it recognizes only the effects of resource
transfer instead of transferred resources themselves. The captur-
ing of interactions that are shared and in consensus should serve
as an additional source for (financial) disclosures. An example is
services or other resources that are consumed as transferred. The
accounts usually recognize only their effects and carrying value
increase in e.g. equipment for which installation and testing ser-
vices were provided. In general, we propose to have the transfer
events with the transferred resources (claims) shared and the
enterprise-specific effects of the interactions on the respective
accounts, to be not shared (although this account information
can still be part of the smart contract). The benefits of observing
events in addition to observing their effects (focus) are classified
in [33].
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To maintain consistency, the exchange phenomena should be
correlated in the shared ledger as depicted in the table of Fig. 5(b).
This includes not only relationships like rights vs. obligations, but
also events, e.g. transfer vs. receipt, and roles. The transferor view
depicts the events for the contract, transferee shared consensus
appears as a correlative view. Specific accounts of the parties
— assets (liabilities) are specializations of the resources (claims)
affected by the transfer event.

Exchange Axioms
The Shared Ledger is bound to the following three exchange

axioms pertinent to the consensual part (how the consensus is
achieved is not relevant at this level):

• Transfer correlativity – for each economic transfer event,
the economic resource (claim) received by the transferee (one
party) is the resource (claim) provided by the transferor (other
party): the transferred resource (claim). In other words: there is
a consistent actor-independent view of the transfer. This includes
correlativity of exchange obligations.

• Economic transfer – each valid transfer event fulfills a prior
exchange obligation with value accrual or settles a prior claim.

• Realization – complete fulfillment of exchange obligations by
one party causes value exchange among parties resulting in rais-
ing claims against the other party for the unfulfilled obligations.

4.2. Illustration

We illustrate and validate the Economic exchange ontology
[10] and its extension for shared ledger by instance cases and
accounting standard schemas (see Table 1, for the format and
the first case), represented in the form of a hierarchical Economic
event table. Particular attention is given to the question of what
should be shared in the shared ledger and what should not.
Besides being used for examples, the table is intended to be used
for the presentation of instances and assertion counterexamples
for validation of COFRIS conceptual models using logic-based
language Alloy and its analyzer [24]. The example adheres to the
exchange axioms.

This event table has columns similar to the event logs used
in process mining — process instance, event type, the performer
or originator of the event (i.e., the actor executing or initiating),
the timestamp and location of the event, data elements recorded
with the event [34] plus the rights transferred or used over some
object in quantity in exchange for value, referring to fulfillment
and realization of the obligations (settlement of the claims) by the
event and resulting party specific account and amount changes.

In the header (in dark blue) of an economic event, we have:

• Event identifier (EID),
• Transferor type - Customer or Provider (or more specialized

role), that specifies the context view for the transfer,
• Event type - Offer, Agreement, Fulfillment or Settlement of

Transfer, Performance or Contract obligations, Realization,
Other Recognition, Reclassification, Revaluation (or more
specialized subtype),

• Date or Period, and
• Currency Unit,
• Provider and Customer identification, and their
• Local currency units with the spot exchange rates.

Event detail lines depict events that fulfill (or settle) the obliga-
tions (or claims, respectively) identified by the referenced event,
PO number and type characteristics, by transferring the promised
economic resource (claim) instances in exchange for rights to
receive (received) value or are triggered by the PO fulfillment or
contract realization.

The PO/PR – Performance Obligations/Rights, Timing, Rights over
an Object, Quantity, Value (and Valuation), Stock column con-
cepts were briefly introduced in previous subsections. When con-
tractual rights/obligations against a converse holder are con-
veyed, the Object column will reference the transferor’s rights/
obligations EID. The Value column may represent an amount or
refer to an offer EID that would provide a valuation for the given
context, e.g., a market price or a currency rate.

Provider and Customer have their specific, but potentially cor-
relative columns that depict involved Debited/Credited Accounts
and Amounts.

4.3. Application

Related to the example (Table 1), we show some representa-
tive applications of SL accounting and its benefits.

Example Case 1. Correlative and consensual product transfer
fulfillment and revenue recognition. Enterprise A enters into a
contract with customer B, identified and depicted by event id —
EID:21 (that fulfills some offering created by EID:20), whereby A
takes obligations to exchange some widget goods (PO:1), valued
at 100e and an accompanying setup (PO:2), valued at 10e, by
specified dates, for the rights to receive cash of 110e in the A’s
bank account (IBAN) by 2018.09.30. These rights/obligations are
depicted in the agreement details, but the expected effect of their
fulfillment is specified by provider and customer accounts, and
amounts.

Event 22 fulfills A’s obligation by transferring the goods
promised by the Event 21 and accruing the A’s Right to receive
value; recognizing Contract asset of PO:1 and revenue. Event
23 provides setup services, recognizes revenue for PO:2, and
completes performance obligation fulfillment that in turn leads
to A’s realization event that exchanges Consideration (value) right
for Contract (value) right and recognizes Receivable. Finally, Event
24 represents customer’s cash transfer and settlement of Payable
raised in Event 23.

In this example, we consensually recognize revenue, as a result
of the fulfillment of Performance obligations in the SL. Extend-
ing [13] we regard Revenue as inflow arising in the course of an
enterprise ordinary performance, and fulfillment of performance
obligation/claim agreed with a counterparty. It implies that a
specific Contract asset of PO — Revenue right and correlative
Contract liability of PR is recognized by the counterparty. Such
an asset (liability) besides revenue recognition is important to
distinguish for legal purposes, in the cases of contract breaches.
For example, if setup for some reason is breached by the provider,
it still may require the payment for the completed transfer of
Widgets, but the latter should be consensually approved as a
completed performance. In contrast, the Widgets may be unus-
able by the customer without setup, in such case, the provider
can lose rights for the whole payment.

Example Case 2. Correlative and consensual prepayment ac-
counting. If a contract is specified in foreign currency, accounting
interpretations [13] require contract asset/liability revaluation
into local currency according to the actual exchange rate. Per [13]
a Contract asset is a party’s right to (receive) consideration, in
exchange for resources (claims) transferred to a counterparty,
conditioned on something other than the passage of time (for
example, the party’s future performance), and Contract liability is
an obligation to transfer resources to a counterparty for which the
party has received consideration. These definitions are forward-
looking and assign some features of the receivable (payable)
resource to these assets (liabilities). Thus IFRIC 21 [13] inter-
prets Contract liability, formed from prepayments, as a source
for future non-cash assets and thus not subject to revaluation.
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Table 1
Economic event table for Example Case 1.

However, we advocate the present view to these Contract as-
sets and liabilities, meaning that they represent in consensus
cash rights/obligations for the transferred resources, to be re-
imbursed in the case of a breach (for example, a return of a
prepayment), thus they need to be constantly revaluated and
maintained in consensus. This is arguably increasing the quality
of the accounting and contractual information.

Example Case 3. Enterprise-specific transaction information
disclosure to the principal. Cost-plus Contracts. A, a construc-
tion company, enters into a cost-plus contract with a customer B
to build an object. What is the advantage of sharing information
in a SL system with Smart Contract? B reimburses A for all its
allowed expenses plus an additional variable payment that allows
A to make a profit. A enters into contracts with subcontractors
and vendors — Cs and allows these contracts and contract events
[complying to IFRS requirements] to serve as inputs to the con-
tract with B, sharing with B [and a global Financial Reporting
system] all the required details in consensus with Cs, possibly
omitting the names of Cs. Furthermore, in consensus with B, A
shares all the required and non-sensitive details of the contract
with B with a Financial Reporting system. During the warranty
period, B shares all relevant events involving the built object with
A. This set-up benefits from having a single source of truth, sim-
plifying administrative and control procedures, and the possibility
of automated execution of the smart contract. The example shows
that both consensual data and enterprise-specific disclosure are
required, as provided by the COFRIS SL ontology

Example Case 4: Unsymmetrical accounting standards. Leas-
ing. It is important that provider and customer share and have
consensus on the asset/liability evaluation/classification, espe-
cially in the case of obligations remaining/ongoing, such as in a
lease. Unfortunately, existing accounting standards [13] are am-
bivalent on the correlation and prescribe different (not-correlated)
lease accounting for the lessor and lessee [11]. When deciding be-
tween services and lease, the decision is not-correlative, while the
decision has certain accounting consequences. It is quite possible
that the lease asset and lease liability are recorded at different
amounts in the books of lessor and lessee. Having a consensual
and correlated SL increases the quality of the contractual and
accounting information.

Example Case 5. A distinction between shared ledger resource
and enterprise asset concepts. A corporation develops software
products (intellectual property assets) and sells MRP II Software
licenses — an economic resource with a market value of 200Ke
per license. A manufacturing company buys this software license
for 180Ke to be used in an MRP resource role in its manufacturing
activities and recognizes the license combined with implementa-
tion services (a transferred resource) as a product and an asset
at a cost of 250Ke to be amortized (i.e. used as a resource)
by 25Ke per year. Soon after the purchase and implementation,

the manufacturing activities are discontinued due to political
sanctions — an economic event affecting the asset. The asset does
not have a use value anymore and did not have an exchange value
initially, because the company did not have sublicensing rights,
and the company does not have any realistic opportunity to use
the license to service other companies. The value of the asset
is nil, and the asset is derecognized, while it still counts as an
economic resource in a market perspective. It is held (owned) by
the company, but it is not controlled by the company.

4.4. Evaluation

In this section, we have designed an SL accounting system on
the basis of the COFRIS ontology, in terms of what is shared in
the system and three basic axioms that the system must adhere
to. The design is evaluated tentatively by means of instantiation
for a typical sales transaction, and by showing the benefits of
the SL approach for cases like revenue recognition, intermediate
contract resources, lease contracts, and cost-plus transactions.
Although the technical implementation has not been realized yet,
the design shows that (on the conceptual level) the COFRIS ex-
change pattern is a solid and feasible basis for SL accounting and
that such a system can not only meet the current requirements on
accounting information systems but also has additional benefits.

5. Towards shared ledger implementation

Having established that the Economic Exchange pattern can be
used as the basis of SL accounting on the conceptual level (essen-
tial level, in terms of the blockchain ontology of Section 1), we
now turn to the question how such an AIS can be implemented.
Following the blockchain ontology (Fig. 1), a distinction must be
made between the datalogical level and the infological level. As
the blockchain and smart contract implementation platforms are
still very much under development, we focus on the infological
level. In other words, we are interested in an infological model
of the SL AIS that is (a) realizable in current or to-be-developed
blockchain platforms and (b) sufficient as target of a model trans-
formation from the COFRIS exchange pattern. We cannot claim
that the infological model developed in this Section meets all
requirements yet, but we propose it as step towards this goal.

5.1. Principles of smart contract SL implementation

It might seem trivial to realize an AIS on something
(blockchain) advocated as a ‘‘Distributed Ledger’’. However, more
is needed than a logistic transfer of money or other resource
tokens. To meet the requirements set forward in our ontological
analysis — in particular, the distinction between consensus and
specific information, and the ability to deal with the whole
contract cycle – a basic blockchain like Bitcoin clearly does not
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suffice. However, the contract accounting model can be realized
by (translated and extended to) a Smart Contract-based Shared
Ledger model. We start by listing the most important principles
for this realization:

1. Smart contracts of market participants, containing mutual
obligations of resource (claim) transfers, including informa-
tion sharing specification, and IFRS relevant characteristics,
are added to a shared ledger by consensus of the parties.
Smart contracts comprise a hierarchy of rules and include
general principles and regulations, particular rules in con-
sensus, and rules specific to the particular agent for relating
its assets (liabilities) to transferred resources (claims).

2. A Digitized resource (claim) or ‘‘token’’ represents the val-
ued rights of a market participant (over an underlying
object) which can be transferred to a counterparty by sim-
ply transferring the token. For a referenced resource the
token transfer can be a representation of another action of
rights transfer or it can effectuate the rights transfer itself
(depending on the legal context). As explained earlier, in
addition to dealing with ‘‘traditional’’ resources such as the
ownership of goods and (crypto-)money, rights/obligations
that mark the progress of the Exchange lifecycle should
also be considered. An atomic transfer event happens in a
point in time or over time when, fulfilling contract obli-
gations, tokens for rights/obligations of resources are con-
veyed from one market participant to another, in correla-
tion. We adopt the word ‘‘token’’ here for the time being
in a naïve sense, without binding ourselves to a specific
implementation, and will be more precise below.

3. Transfers of digitized resources (claims) are immutably
recorded in consensus in a shared ledger, completely, dis-
tinctively or partially fulfilling the smart contracts. Trans-
fers, alongside caused claims accrual or settlement, are ac-
counted within shared ledger by smart contracts, including
information sharing and IFRS relevant characteristics.

4. The effects of transfers involving resources (claims) are
[de]recognized as assets (liabilities and equity) changes
and corresponding income (expenses) per IFRS require-
ments [13] and enterprise policies in the shared or in the
individual ledger part, according to information sharing
specification.

5. Financial Reporting relevant information gathered in ac-
tivities 1 through 4 is abstracted to the type level, hid-
ing sensitive instance details and forming an enterprise’s
multi-dimensional cube within a global Financial Reporting
system.

6. The multi-dimensional cube is then aggregated, calculated,
viewed, and mined per the IFRS [13] Taxonomy require-
ments and financial reports are issued. Market participants
build their own accounting reports using the shared ledger.

5.2. Infological model

With the advent of smart contracts, also known as coded
contracts on the blockchain that automatically move digital assets
according to arbitrary pre-specified rules [35], it is possible for
two or more parties to exchange digitized resources without
the need for a trusted third party [36] (although some new
kind of intermediaries may arise). The implementation of smart
contracts by enterprise adopters represents a major transfor-
mation in business computing, with organizations take advan-
tage of the benefits of perfect replication and high availability,
cryptographically-verified transactions, and lucid, robust business
logic [37]. Various DLT protocols are being developed around
the world that enable the exchange of tokens through smart

contracts, Bitcoin and Ethereum being the most affluent today.
Hereby, the intent of smart contracts is to both verify and enact
the full logic of any given transaction. While Bitcoin scripts are
not powerful enough to write full DLT applications to support
the AIS, Ethereum’s smart contract languages (e.g. Solidity, Ser-
pent, Pack) and underlying virtual machines are powerful yet
dangerously unconstrained [37].

To separate content and form, we designed an infological
representation of an IFRS compliant based smart contract (Fig. 6).
Hereby, we have slightly extended the infological blockchain
domain ontology as presented in [6] to accommodate COFRIS-
related components. In addition, we present a platform indepen-
dent ERC20 compliant representation at the datalogical layer in
order to comply to implementation standards and prevent the
mentioned implementation constraints. At the infological layer,
the notion of transaction has been refined to three levels: trans-
action – event – posting. This refinement is problematic for
blockchain, but very well possible in a Smart Contract based SL.
The transactions are stored on the SL blockchain.

The classes that are depicted in Fig. 6 are defined in Table 2
with references to the corresponding COFRIS concepts.

In Section 3, we identified three exchange axioms. To realize
the transfer correlativity we assume an equivalent axiom on Digi-
tized Resource transfers. On the datalogical level, the axiom must
be (and typically is) guaranteed by the token transfer protocol.

As uniform standards are essential to (1) ensure interoperabil-
ity between these different blockchains and (2) increase security
of smart contracts in general, we apply the ERC20 common list
of token rules to design a smart contract for an AIS. ERC20 is
considered to be the standard that facilitates low friction peer-
to-peer exchange of so called WRC20 tokens on DLT. The protocol
proposed by Ethereum is intended to serve as an open standard
and common building block, driving interoperability among de-
centralized applications (dApps) that incorporate exchange func-
tionality. In this context, a token hosted on the DLT can be sent,
received, checked of its total supply, and checked for the amount
that is available on an individual address. This is analogous to
sending and receiving Ether or Bitcoin from a wallet, knowing
the total amount of coins in circulation, and knowing a particular
wallet’s balance of a coin. A smart contract that follows this
standard is called ERC20 compliant. The functions and events are
listed in Table 3.

Tokens vs. Digitized Resources The infological model does not
talk about tokens, but about Digitized Resources. Here the dif-
ference between the infological and datalogical level is essential.
Digitized Resources can be represented 1–1 by ERC20 tokens, but
this is not necessary. There are still many uncertainties about the
evolution of smart contracts. It may be that only some digitized
resources are represented by tokens – e.g. the ones representing
the money, goods or service exchanged – while the state of others
can be derived from the transaction journal by the smart contract.
Moreover, there are other implementation platforms, for instance,
Hyperledger Fabric6 that supports the concept ‘‘asset’’ and not
tokens. According to the documentation, Hyperledger assets can
range from the tangible (real estate and hardware) to the in-
tangible (contracts and intellectual property) – we interpret this
as saying that the Hyperledger assets represent these tangible or
intangible resources on the datalogical level. They are represented
simply by key–value pairs. Hyperledger Fabric provides the ability
to modify assets using chaincode transactions. For the time being,
our claim is that (in ERC20 compliant implementations) tokens
can be used and should be used for those Digitized Resources
that exist beyond the context and life-time of the smart contract.

6 https://hyperledger-fabric.readthedocs.io.

https://hyperledger-fabric.readthedocs.io
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Fig. 6. Infological shared ledger model UML diagram. Agents in yellow, events in blue.

Table 2
Infological class definitions with mappings.
Class Explanation

Shared ledger A shared ledger is a set of accounts maintained in a smart contract. Shared ledgers can be said to be part of a
(perhaps global) SL environment (not in the model).

Account An (infological) account is a container of digital resources corresponding to a COFRIS unit of account (Stock): a group
of enforceable/constructive rights and/or obligations, It may map to a datalogical account of tokens.

Agent A semi-autonomous agent is the owner of accounts, registered within the SL environment, corresponding to a market
participant in COFRIS. An autonomous agent is a registered Smart Contract that initiates a transaction, based on the
commitments materialized in the rules of engagement. An agent can initiate a transaction.

Transaction
(transfer, posting)

A transaction is a coherent set of transfers that make postings on accounts corresponding to a COFRIS Economic
event (including COFRIS fulfillment, realization, settlement)

Journal A journal is a chronological list of transactions controlled by a Smart Contract. At the datalogical level, it corresponds
to a continuously growing list of records called blocks. Each block contains a timestamp and a link to a previous block.

Digitized resource Digitized resources represent the COFRIS Resources (Claims) or other rights which can be transferred to a
counterparty by simply transferring the digital representation

Rules of engagement Rules of engagement refer to the explicit rules to which a transaction should behave as specified in a Smart Contract
including exchange pattern

Default A default is a definitional clause, which defines relevant concepts occurring in the contract as constant variables

Table 3
ERC20 functions and events.
AccountBalance The AccountBalance returns the balance of a smart contract account

ClauseFunction Clause functions of a smart contract interface implement the rules of engagement at the datalogical level

TotalSupply The TotalSupply returns the total supply of a certain token within a smart contract

TransferEvent A TransferEvent is called to transfer tokens between accounts identified by an address. An infological transfer can be
mapped to a TransferEvent.

ApprovalEvent An ApprovalEvent is called by the TransferBetweenParties function to make tokens available to the Smart Contract

ClauseEvent A ClauseEvent is an event that is triggered by a ClauseFunction

However, we do not commit here to one datalogical model or one
possible mapping.

Accounts. In ERC20, an account is identified by an address. At
the infological level, we propose to have a directory structure
of accounts, where the roots are the agents. For instance, P/r
stands for the r-account of agent P. In this way, also subac-
counts are possible, for instance P/raw_materials/internal_
consumption.

Transactions
The key COFRIS economic events (Fig. 5) are mapped to the

following infological transactions that should be seen (and imple-
mented) as units, with the same ACID properties that we know
from databases:
agreement (t : time, P : agent, R : agent,
x : obligation, r : right_type, o : object, v : value)
fulfillment (t : time, P : agent, R : agent,
x : obligation, r : right_type, o : object, v : value)
realization (t : time, P : agent, R : agent,
x : obligation, v1 : value,
y : claim, r : right_type, o : object, v2 : value)

settlement (t : time, P : agent, R : agent,
y : claim, r : right_type, o : object)

Here the fulfillment stands for the resource transfer that fulfills
the obligation. It is one transaction, so there cannot be an isolated
resource transfer (thus implementing the fulfillment axiom of
Section 3). The obligations are created in the agreement trans-
action. The four transactions also correspond directly to the four
parts of Fig. 5(b), and each of them consists of one or more
infological transfers, as worked out below for fulfillment.

Transfers

• The transfer resource_transfer(P:agent, R:agent,
r:right_type, o:object) stands for the transfer of re-
source (r,o) from Provider (Transferor) to Receiver (Trans-
feree). A resource_transfer consists of the following bal-
anced set of postings, for r = control or some other right
type

{out(P/r : account, o : object),
in(R/r : account, o : object)}
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In terms of tokens, it means that a DigitizedResource object
token is transferred from (owenership) account of P to the
(ownership other other-typed) account of R.

• The transfer fulfill(P:agent,R:agent,
x:obligation, v:value) stands for the fulfillment of
obligation (x,v) from Provider P to Receiver R. (x,v) is the
transfer obligation x, or a part of it, because it may be that
the obligation is fulfilled in several steps. The fulfill transfer
consists of the following balanced set of postings, given here
for transfer obligation r, which may be referenced by a birth
event identifier or a composite key. The (sub-) account is
identified by a combination of the agent, the right type and
the obligation identifier.

{out(A/transfer_obligation/r : account, v : value),
in(A/asset : account, v : value),
out(B/transfer_right/r : account, v : value,
in(B/liability, v : value)}

• The transfer exchange_values(P:agent,R:agent,
x:obligation, v:value) stands for the exchange (off-
set) of transfer obligation values of P and R in the case
of complete fulfillment of transfer obligations (x,v) from
Provider P to Receiver R, and raising of a claim against
Receiver R for unfulfilled obligations. The exchange_values
transfer consists of the following set of postings, given here
for transfer obligationr, which may be referenced by a birth
event identifier or a composite key. The (sub-) account is
identified by a combination of the agent, the right type and
the obligation identifier.

{out(A/transfer_right/r : account, v : value),
in(A/receivable_claim/r : account, v : value),
in(A/liability : account, v : value),
out(A/asset : account, v : value),
out(A/liability : account, v : value),

out(B/transfer_obligation/r : account, v : value),
in(B/payable_claim/r : account, v : value
in(B/asset : account, v : value),
out(B/asset : account, v : value),
out(B/liability : account, v : value)}

• The transfer balance(P:agent,R:agent, r:claim)
stands for the removal of two reciprocal obligations, and is
for the settlement of claim from Provider P to Receiver R. In
that case, r is the transfer claim x, or a part of it, because it
may be that the claim is settled in several steps. The balance
transfer consists of the following set of postings, given here
for transfer claim r, which may be referenced by a birth
event identifier or a composite key. The (sub-) account is
identified by a combination of the agent, the right type and
the claim identifier.

{out(A/receivable_claim/r : account, v : value),
out(B/payable_claim/r : account, v : value)}.

The transactions and transfers are illustrated below.

5.3. Example

Enterprise A contracts Counterparty B for a simple purchase
order contract and assume an ERC20 implementation. We choose
not to extend the ERC20 smart contract with business logic be-
tween B and A for the sake of simplicity and modularity. Two sets

of rules of engagement (smart contracts) are needed: a parent
contract, and an ERC20 compliant token contract to represent
digitized resources for B and A. The parent contract is initiated
through an (infological) transaction that creates the contract with
all appropriate clauses (rules of engagement) to exchange goods
or services, possibly including ground rules of the contract (de-
faults), like payment terms, notice periods etcetera. A and B
both become owners of the contract. The initiating infological
transaction (agreement) corresponds to the first COFRIS event
— in the example of Table 1, this is the event with EID:21 that
creates a number of transfer obligations. This is typically the case
when the smart contract is instantiated from a template, which
we consider to be the preferred option; but in principle, it is
also possible to create an empty contract first and then create
transfer obligations by means of transactions (like EID:21 in the
example). This second option is possible because the contractual
obligations are represented as digitized resources that are created
or transferred by means of transactions; they are not built into
the code. On the datalogical level an obligation token implies pre-
funding — the consequences in terms of token spending limits
are not worked out in this paper.

Once the smart contract is accepted by both owners and
stored on the blockchain, it can be effectuated/fulfilled through
events that query or update the state of the contract on the SL.
Transactions are recorded in the journal, optionally secured (see
below). To have the maximum benefit of the SL, the visibility
of the accounts to A and B and other parties should be flexi-
ble per account, so that some are private, some shared, some
public. The parent smart contract instantiates or calls an ERC20
compliant contract for token transfer. Once it is confirmed that
the goods/services have been exchanged (through a confirmation
message from the customer or directly through IoT), the parent
smart contract initiates a transaction to the ERC20 token contract
to balance the obligation tokens to zero (as, in more detail, in
example Table 1).

More specifically, consider COFRIS event with EID:22. Provider
A delivers 5 widgets to Customer B, thereby fulfilling a transfer
obligation as part of the contract obligation. The event maps to an
infological ‘‘fulfillment’’ transaction with two transfers. The first
one is a resource transfer (specified above)

resource_transfer(A, B, control, < widget, 5 >)

A and B are the agents, the right type is ‘‘control’’ and the object
is ‘‘5 widgets’’. In terms of tokens, it means that a Digitize-
dResource object token standing for 5 widgets is transferred from
(owenership) account of A to the (ownership) account of B.

The second transfer in the transaction is the performance
fulfillment. A’s contract obligation, for the transfer, is no longer
open and B looses the correlated right. Here we get the infological
transfer ‘‘fulfill’’ (see above):

fulfill(A, B, obl21,e100)

with agents A and B, the obligation obl21 and a value of e 100.

{out(A/transfer_obligation/obl21,e100),
in(A/asset : account,e100),
out(B/transfer_right/obl21,e100),
in(B/liability,e100)}

The resource and fulfill transfers make up the consensual part.
The rules of engagement should ensure that the exchange axioms
are fulfilled, in particular, that every transfer is a fulfillment (and
that the two match). Note that the matching may be specific–
specific or specific–generic (as in the case that the obligation is
to deliver ‘‘a’’ car of some type and the transfer is delivering a car
with a specific chassis number).
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On the enterprise-specific part, according to the accounting
rules, generally there is an additional posting (a) from contract
asset account to ‘‘income’’ account at the side of A plus (b) an
additional posting from ‘‘expenses’’ to finished goods. Finished
goods is in fact a subaccount of the control account of A, so where
the resource_transfer debits the latter, the posting b credits it
by debiting the expenses (including transaction costs). Similarly,
the contract asset received with the fulfillment is credited by
posting a on the income account. On the side of counterparty B,
we also have two additional postings (infological transfers). So
in total, the COFRIS economic event ‘‘Transfer Fulfill’’ maps to an
infological transaction consisting of six infological transfer events,
where two are consensual.

The next economic event EID:23 first of all consists of another
resource transfer, the setup services (labor), fulfilling the second
performance obligation. The translation of this transfer is analo-
gous to the EID:22 above. However, as all performance obligations
are fulfilled now, a Realization transaction is triggered.

The realization means that Consideration Right is exchanged
for Contract Claim, A’s rights to receive value are received in
exchange of the B’s Obligations becoming unconditional — Re-
ceivable. This is mapped to an infological transfer that transfers
the value from the ‘‘contract asset’’ account to ‘‘receivable’’ ac-
count. This is in the consensual part because the legal status of
the Counterparty’s obligation to pay has changed.

A design question is how this Realization transaction is gen-
erated. To keep the model transformation straight-forward, we
keep the mapping of fulfillment events and realization events
separate, but generate a trigger rule in the contract (the rules of
engagement) that generates the Realization transaction automat-
ically as soon as the performance obligations have been fulfilled.
Similar for settlement. By means of the these rules, the third
exchange axiom (Settlement) is implemented.

Although not all details are worked out, the example strongly
suggests that the infological model is sufficient for being the
target of a loss-less mapping from the essential (COFRIS) layer
schema.

5.4. Implementation choices

The mapping from the infological level to the (datalogical)
implementation is not 1–1. As with the physical realization of a
logical data model in DBMS, there can be many alternatives that
differ in speed, costs and security. For instance, there are two pos-
sible scopes for on-chain transaction processing for accounting
systems [38]:

• On-chain This model assumes on-chain processing of con-
sensus, settlement with an on-chain order book. Within the
context of DLT, this is the most expensive option. Neverthe-
less, due to the fact that this is a single-entry solution, the
individual stakeholders may avoid investments in compute,
storage and security products.

• Hybrid This model assumes off-chain order relay with on-
chain settlement. In this approach, cryptographically signed
orders are broadcast off of the blockchain; an interested
counterparty may inject one or more of these orders into a
smart contract to execute trades trustlessly, directly on the
blockchain.

Our smart contract based AIS assumes that every transaction is
triggered and initiated by the smart contract based AIS through
the ERC20 transaction functions and events. As a result, no ‘stan-
dard’ DLT transactions are allowed, where the agents transfer
tokens directly to each other. It is possible to have ERC20 smart
contract be orchestrated by an external smart contract based
AIS and/or even a smart contract for zero-knowledge proof (see

below). By doing so, the ERC20 token contract is kept original
and only serves the purpose of conforming to uniform token
standards, making it easier to update and align to best practices.

5.5. Benefits of smart contracts

A smart contract based AIS replaces the necessity of a trusted
intermediary between the parties involved as in triple entry
accounting, by a DLT-based consensus mechanism. Besides re-
ducing the number of entries, this architecture introduces various
side-benefits:

• Less coordination. The smart contract handles the initiation
of transfers and the (internal and external) allocation of
funds between accounts (e.g. goods payment and trans-
portation). No longer are invoices need to be paid using con-
ventional bank transfer; many transactions are dealt with
by internal money transfers through the smart contract and
at the edges of the corporation, formal and informal agents
work to exchange between internal money and external
money.

• Increased privacy. While parties may employ pseudonyms
to enhance their privacy, research shows that anyone can
de-anonymize DLT transactions by using information in
the blockchain, like transaction structure, value, time and
date [38]. Zero-knowledge proofs (e.g. Zero-Knowledge Suc-
cinct Non-Interactive Argument of Knowledge, zkSNARKS)
allow one party (the prover) to prove to another (the veri-
fier) that a statement is true, without revealing any informa-
tion beyond the validity of the statement itself. By imposing
zero-knowledge technology to a smart contract based AIS,
participants do not have to share privacy sensitive infor-
mation, like their private key, resource allocation strategy
or transaction size, since the transactions on the blockchain
are encrypted [17]. Today, zero knowledge proofs in com-
bination with smart contracts is the future but is still in its
early days and has many challenges to overcome to increase
practicality, like computational intensity, setup phase and
costs.

Similar to triple entry accounting’s Shared Transaction Reposi-
tory, the smart contract based AIS uses a shared environment
to store the entry which is the transaction. By applying zero-
knowledge proof consensus, the transaction is encrypted on the
blockchain, making it impossible for non-participants of the smart
contract to de-anonymize these transactions. Due to this encryp-
tion, it becomes irrelevant (from the point of view of confiden-
tiality) whether a public or a private blockchain is used, giving
participants options with regards to costs and extent of neutrality.

6. Conclusion

Shared ledger systems built on DLT may have a high impact
on the current AIS, not only because of the claimed immutability
of the records but also because of the shift from an internal
actor-dependent to an external consensus view. So far, a worked
out design for such a shared ledger system was missing. In this
paper, we have taken an ontological approach, focusing on the
economic exchange pattern. While COFRIS has been developed
in the last few years in several workshop papers, this article
gives the first full account of the consensuality and correlativity
quality aspects, and so presents the first worked-out SL exchange
ontology. Explicit attention has been given to the question what
is to be shared in the shared ledger and what not, and how the
two parts can be related in a rigid way. Where there are con-
cerns that triple-entry accounting ‘‘may not be advanced enough’’
[3, p18], the paper aims to contribute to a foundation that is
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both ontologically sound and fully compliant with the accounting
standards. Although compliant, the proposed Shared Ledger based
on the economic exchange pattern is also a new concept that
has potential to revolutionize the accounting field. Spreading of
the SL technology would change the focus of financial report-
ing from enterprise-centric towards an exchange-centric model
that will greatly improve quality and trustfulness. The possibility
of consensual and correlative activity recording is an alterna-
tive for what in conventional accounting is achieved through an
expensive audit process.

We have also described how this conceptual model can be
realized at the platform-independent (infological) level, by using
smart contracts and the ECR20 token standard. The smart contract
does not only have the advantage of automated execution (that
is, delegated fulfillment of commitments), but also provides an
aggregation level close to that of the economic exchange contract.
A limitation must be added: our infological model assumes a
technical environment to be in place that is still in progress.
The model may help to steer its direction. The infological model
abstracts from current blockchain implementations. It is shown to
be sufficient for SL implementability. However, it is also general
enough for other DLT applications, such as supply chain manage-
ment, where the accounts correspond to logistic nodes and the
transactions to logistic movements.

DLT platforms are evolving rapidly now. For that reason, we
have focused on a platform-independent model, and not on the
coding, although we are also experimenting with the PIM to
PSM level transformation [39]. We are planning to bring these
efforts together in the future. Other research topics include public
reporting directly based on the blockchain, the impact of DLT-
based AIS on the auditing task, and the further development of a
declarative language for commitment-based smart contracts.
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